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Compared to Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) and conventional loans, Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs) are sales of promises of cryptocurrency appreciation. However, regulatory
uncertainties continue to prohibit successful widespread adoption. This paper examines
ICOs with varying levels of success, including Mastercoin (now Omni) and Kin, as well
as fraudulent ICOs, like REcoin and OneCoin. The discussion of the ICO market focuses
on the “regulation paradox,” examining some of the inherent contradictions between
regulatory actions and values that differentiate ICO schemes from other investment
instruments, and therefore questioning the capability of regulations to enhance investor
protection mechanisms without undermining the fundamental value of cryptocurrencies
and ICOs as a viable funding structure.
Keywords: blockchain, cryptocurrency, ICO, investment, policy, regulation

INTRODUCTION
Following the initial emergence of cryptocurrencies, supported by blockchain technology
combining “peer-to-peer file sharing with public key cryptography” (Swan, 2015, p. vii), some
businesses have begun to create their own cryptocurrencies as an alternative financing mechanism
to raise capital. Many of these businesses have proposed projects in which specific cryptocurrencies,
supported by specific blockchains, play an integral role in a digital service ecosystem, or are
supported by various possible methods of exchange between users. Perceived benefits of certain
cryptocurrencies, including security and anonymity, have attracted some investors to participate
in ICOs. An ICO allows businesses to fund their project ventures through pre-sales, or crowdsales,
of these digital currencies to investors who seek to profit. These currencies appreciate in value
due to changes in their supply and demand after the businesses start operations. One of the most
successful cryptocurrencies in the world, perceived by many observers to be the most successful
cryptocurrency, is Bitcoin, as shown by its ranking in price, volume, and market capitalization
(CoinMarketCap, 2017). In popular culture, the cryptocurrency industry has been regarded by
many as the “Bitcoin industry,” while other cryptocurrencies are regarded as Bitcoin alternatives, or
“altcoins” (Wilmoth, 2014). For the purpose of this paper, terms including cryptocurrency, altcoin,
and token will be used interchangeably.
In comparison to other financing methods, ICOs offer both significant advantages and certain
disadvantages for both firms and investors, concerning risk and reward potential. IPOs dilute
existing shareholder ownership and may offer dividends to investors, while debt financing entails
guaranteed principal repayment to investors. In contrast, ICOs can be perceived as sales of
the expectations outlined in white papers issued by firm founders. The issuer believes that the
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cryptocurrency purchased by investors will become more
valuable as demand increases due to more consumers seeking
to use it in online activities and transactions. ICOs allow
companies to “bypass the rigorous and regulated capital-raising
process required by venture capitalists or banks,” and mitigate
some risks since “if the money raised does not meet the
minimum funds required by the firm, the money is returned
to the backers” (Investopedia., 2018). However, these benefits,
including convenience and minimal obligatory financial risks
enjoyed by companies, do not come without the added risks
and disadvantages to investors. While government instruments
like U.S BitLicenses exist, their contexts have been “extremely
broad, wide-reaching, and extraterritorial” (Swan, 2015, p. 87).
Hence, stringent and well-understood regulations have yet to
be effectively implemented in this industry at an optimal level,
and both project founders, as well as investors, are acting with a
high degree of uncertainty concerning legal structures. The high
risks are borne by the market participants themselves. Because
of these problems, while some successful ICOs do exist, existing
regulatory gaps have, in part, enabled fraudulent or criminal
activities that resulted in investor losses (Redman, 2016; Morris,
2017). From a global perspective, regulatory responses have
varied drastically. Some governments attempt to target individual
cases of failure by approaching them as either traditional financial
security issuances or criminal organizations with malicious
intent. Moreover, other governments from countries such as
China have imposed outright bans on ICOs, in fear of both
chaotic market conditions and the formation of a decentralized
economy which escapes government oversight (Reuters, 2017).
In this paper, a series of successful ICOs will be discussed,
including Mastercoin and Kin. Furthermore, REcoin and
OneCoin are controversial examples that will be discussed
as they are perceived as fraudulent (Redman, 2016; Morris,
2017). The focus of this discussion will be understanding the
benefits brought by cryptocurrencies and ICOs to businesses
and investors, as well as the flaws of the current immature
market mechanisms without regulations. Operating under the
assumption that in the near future, the expanded use of
cryptocurrencies would inevitably lead to a scenario in which
improved regulations would have to be implemented, this paper
argues that a paradox exists as the values of ICOs fundamentally
conflict with contemporary regulatory methods. This paper
also further discusses certain possible directions that future
regulations could take, and whether or not these approaches
could benefit the market participants without undermining the
emerging economic and technological advancements.

Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that stores, connects
and verifies information using blocks generated by many
computers. While a typical “ledger” locates centrally either in
a physical location or database, accessible by accountants in
an organization, a decentralized digital ledger exists as many
copies kept by all participants of a blockchain network. When a
transaction is conducted, or a piece of information needs to be
recorded, they are compiled with other entries of information
into one encrypted “block,” which is then sent via the Internet
to be verified by all members of this network, or “miners.” If the
integrity of the block is confirmed, it is then broadcasted to the
entire network, so that all participants can record it under their
own copies of the ledger, as an addition to a series of previously
mined blocks that reference their preceded ones like a “chain.”
The most important trait of blockchain technology is
data security. Data stored using blockchain technology is
decentralized, meaning that although many computers are
involved in processing and verifying one transaction, it is usually
difficult for unauthorized parties to gain access to enough
information to identify the entities who have participated in
that transaction. Furthermore, as each block in a chain contains
hashes, which are essentially references to the previous blocks,
it would be nearly impossible to produce fraudulent entries on
a blockchain network. Falsifying information on a blockchain
network could virtually and literally require permissions from
more than half of the participants in the system, or in technical
terms 51% of the computing power. Meanwhile, as miners keep
separate chains recording different blocks when some are in
conflict and would only choose the longest chain in existence
when building a new block, those who wish to commit fraud
must maintain the depths of blocks with fraudulent information
by sustaining the said majority computing power for longer than
what is usually probable (BlockGeeks, 2016).

Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency, also known as tokens, is not actual currency
issued by monetary agencies, rather it is a combination of
virtual currency and a commodity as it has a fixed supply,
controlled by algorithms and is a store of value. As introduced
previously, since blockchain is essentially a distributed digital
ledger, transactions recorded on the chain, with considerable
block depths, would be as highly trusted by participants of
this network as those recorded on the centralized ledgers of
commercial banks, due to blockchain’s nature of being secure.
Therefore, just like depositing accounts held by banks, records
on a blockchain showing debts held on other parties are trusted
enough to become a store of value and a medium of exchange.
Those exposed to these traits quickly act to define their own
units of account, such as Bitcoin, fulfilling some of the common
qualities of currencies, and thus “cryptocurrency” is derived.
It is to be emphasized here that, while legal currencies
are reliable because they are backed by central banks,
cryptocurrencies are regarded as reliable by users due to the
security of their fundamental cryptographic designs. However,
risks should always be cautiously perceived in relative terms,
as while central banks could lose their ability to support a

BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTOCURRENCY, AND
ICO
In order to get a better understanding of ICOs, it is important that
relevant fundamental concepts related to this topic, including
blockchain and cryptocurrency, are understood in the context
of further discussion. This section of the paper is dedicated to
conveying a basic explanation of these terms, without delving
into unnecessarily complex technical details.
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monetary system in face of force majeure, such as a war
or other consequences of disastrous policies, cryptocurrencies
are also prone to “51% attacks,” in which more than 50%
of computing power is controlled by hackers to overwhelm a
blockchain system. In the topic of social economics, one might
also argue that, in comparison to many currencies suffering
from fluctuations of ephemeral political reigns in the global
south, cryptocurrencies that are not confined by boundaries
of nations could be a more reliable alternative, able to benefit
local economies.
In comparison to traditional currencies, unless pegged
to some particular legal currencies, cryptocurrencies have
independence from monetary policy influence and financial
intermediary intervention. Cryptocurrencies also avoid a great
portion of costs incurred by limited divisibility and commissions.
However, it is not free from risks and market mechanisms
borne by most currencies, thus, cryptocurrencies often tend
to experience much greater fluctuations in value than typical
currencies do, prompted by speculative investors and the
uncertain nature of regulatory reforms which affect potential
user growth (Conley, 2017). The value of cryptocurrency is
determined by the mathematical computation of factors that
are driven by demand and supply. Cryptocurrencies have a
limited supply due to controlled circulation, which enables
the eventual actualization of theoretical limits. As a result,
cryptocurrency value is mostly driven by demand, which, similar
to traditional currency exchange markets, is driven by confidence
in its purchasing power, the valuation of prospective markets,
speculation, and investor perspective, which all link directly to
their operating platforms (Boggavaram, 2017).
First of all, confidence in the concept of cryptocurrencies
themselves has been high, and they are accepted and adopted by
many individuals as well as businesses because it gives users the
confidence, in terms of extreme security of its underlining digital
ledger. The technological advantages brought by blockchain
fundamentally prevent transactions using cryptocurrencies from
manipulation and duplication of digital assets in the broad
sense. However, a significant factor that could affect such
confidence comes from the stability of the projects backing the
proliferation of each cryptocurrency. Second, the perspective of
investors is another factor to consider. Individuals who invest
in cryptocurrencies do so by evaluating how much control the
cryptocurrency has over the market share and estimates the value
of it based on the value of the asset that it replaces. Speculation
is also a factor that drives the value of cryptocurrencies. Lastly,
currency speculation adopted from financial and exchange
markets is also rather common when many cryptocurrencies
experience large swings in their prices, especially when the
projects first launch, and such speculation would gradually drive
to price convergence (Boggavaram, 2017).
Therefore, according to what has been introduced about
blockchain and cryptocurrency, we can so far categorize
blockchain projects into three different types. The first type
includes blockchain application projects that do not involve the
usage of cryptocurrencies. Some good examples belonging to
this category are blockchain-based information systems, which
have become quite a popular topic in the domain of medical
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care, academic research capitalization, and financial technology
(Fintech). These projects often utilize blockchain technology
to improve the efficiency of information exchanges and the
integrity of private data or copyrighted materials, while not
relying on cryptocurrencies to support their primary functions,
thus immune to the swings of cryptocurrency market. The second
type are projects in which cryptocurrencies are utilized primarily
to facilitate the core functionalities of their corresponding
platforms and do not overshadow the value of the technological
applications. One fine example of this type is Ethereum, where
the tokens are used to support Smart Contract operations, and
such utility is what’s truly piloting the value of Ethereum project.
In contrast, a third type of blockchain project that does not focus
on proposing value creation through applications of technology,
but often more on the promises of token appreciation as an
asset. Empirically they would experience the most significant
fluctuations, as their demands are more driven by market trends
and speculations, similar to financial securities.

Investment
As cryptocurrency enthusiast Yadav argues in his paper
Yadav (2017), there are a few indicators that are usually
considered by ICO investors. The first indicator is the policies
of the governments toward cryptocurrencies. Historically,
governments have taken different approaches to deal with both
cryptocurrencies and issues involving them. For example, the
Chinese government’s strict ban of the entire cryptocurrency
market caused huge price fluctuations in both Bitcoin and
Ethereum. Another important investor consideration, which
requires regulatory support, is the longevity of associated
ventures, specifically for the past reputation of firms involved
in ICOs. This is to avoid pump-and-dump schemes with
unverifiable valuations or fraudulent activities. ICOs can be
viewed by firms as a quick and effective method of raising
capital without compliance pressures from significant regulatory
oversight. As a result, many companies can raise more capital
than they actually need in the short term for positive NPV
projects. Companies or projects that have existed for long periods
of time can be better evaluated in terms of the goals that
these companies have, which should be a good indication of
future strategy to guide individuals’ investments. Looking into
the crypto-community’s perception of these projects can also
be beneficial as the Blockchain system works in a communitylike environment, where the constant growth of communities
suggests that people are interested and actively engaged in
projects. Because of the tight-knit community size, developers
themselves provide assessments on the risks involved with the
technology. Last but most importantly, investors should look
at the quality of information provided in ICO white papers,
in which information regarding the intended use of funds and
planned applications of the cryptocurrency is released. This could
help draw a clear picture of the assets, plans and strategies of
the projects. However, these investigations must be conducted by
investors independently, as there are currently very few official
structures in place to publish and verify information about
ICO projects.
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After the launch of Mastercoin, many people were skeptical
about this business practice. Willett claimed that he received
several threats informing him that he would be reported to
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and eventually
imprisoned. In general, public skepticism was fueled by the lack
of regulation of ICOs. For the majority of the population, sending
money to a stranger through the Internet was unconventional,
to say the least. Because ICOs started as a “garage-band”
project, there was no regulation for the transfer of money.
In fact, If Willett had malicious intentions, he could have
personally pocketed all of the donations he accumulated, instead
of following through with his initiative. In his white paper,
Willett even put a disclaimer in the document saying that
it is extremely risky to invest in “experimental currency”
(Guttmann, 2014, p. 408).
As virtual currencies started to become increasingly popular,
the US Senate asked several agencies about their existing
regulations and upcoming plans regarding cryptocurrencies. The
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Reserve, and
SEC were among the agencies that the Senate reached out to
(Southurst, 2013). The DHS responded by immediately declaring
cryptocurrencies as not only a threat, but also a way for criminal
organizations to take advantage of the anonymity and ease of
transferring money. The Federal Reserve also recognized the
threat cryptocurrencies posed to society; however, they also
acknowledged that this technology could be useful if there
was a way to regulate the system. The SEC responded by
identifying that ICOs and cryptocurrencies fell under their area
of jurisdiction as they were considered securities. They decided
to meet with the Bitcoin Foundation, an organization that assists
in educating people about virtual currencies, in order to learn
more about the legal, technological, and regulatory implications
from a pro-cryptocurrency perspective. As discussed later on
in this paper, this educational process, involving regulators and
cryptocurrency experts, is ongoing and has helped to alleviate
some of the uncertainty in the ICO space. However, further
collaboration is required to optimize this relationship and to
translate it into increased investor protection alongside efficient
capital transfer channels for firms.

As discussed in the last section, investments in pure
blockchain application projects, projects that focus on building
functional applications, as well as projects that are treated by
investors more as securities, can be vastly different. Later sections
focus on the ICOs of two later types and examines a few empirical
cases to show both the benefits of a decent ICO project, as well
as the harms that a fraudulent one can inflict on the investors.
The paper continues to argue that, while investors could consider
all the indicators introduced by Yadav, an underregulated market
is still inappropriately risky to both investors and the aggregate
economy, while an over regulated market on the other hand,
could be detrimental to the future developments of this field.
However, a middle ground might be very difficult to reach,
as there are fundamental conflicts between the core values
of cryptocurrencies and the contemporary regulatory methods,
therefore resulting in the “regulation paradox.”

ICO: SUCCESSES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Mastercoin
As Shin introduced to us Shin (2017), Mastercoin, the first ICO,
was launched in 2013 by J. R. Willett. Before his venture into
the world of cryptocurrencies, Willett was a software engineer
for a company specializing in manufacturing aircraft avionics.
However, he began to get involved with cryptocurrencies after
taking a substantial interest in Bitcoin. With a family to care
for, Willett could not take any significant risks and directly
invest in Bitcoin as it was difficult to ensure the security of
his investment. Consequently, he decided to use some of his
money to pay random people through Craigslist to run his own
mining software. As he became more interested in Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies as a whole, Willett published a “white paper”
that explained the benefits of issuing another cryptocurrency.
After a year and a half of promoting his idea, Willett decided
to take action and executed a cryptocurrency offering and was
initially overwhelmed that a large number of individuals, with
whom he had no previous acquaintance, were sending him
money. Subsequently, other people learned of Willett’s success
and decided to conduct their own projects using this technology.
Despite trying to promote others to try his idea, Willett
decided to execute his plan himself because he wanted to
prove his idea was possible. Mastercoin was pitched as “The
Second Bitcoin” and provided many benefits to Bitcoin including
improving the stability of Bitcoin and adding value to the
cryptocurrency network. Under the nickname, “dacoinminster,”
Willett published his white paper, which claimed that Mastercoin
would “fix the two biggest barriers to widespread bitcoin
adoption: instability and insecurity” (Guttmann, 2014, p. 407).
His idea was to use the Bitcoin blockchain as a foundation for new
currencies like Mastercoin. Because the new cryptocurrencies
would be built upon the existing Bitcoin network, the underlying
foundation of Bitcoin’s blockchain would not change. It was using
this assumption that Willett claimed that it was possible for
anyone to create a new currency and build upon this foundation,
without having the need for approval from other members of the
cryptocurrency community. People took an interest in this idea,
thus, the ICO was launched.

Frontiers in Blockchain | www.frontiersin.org

Kin
As a prominent ICO in recent times, involving an established
company with industry expertise and a reputation for previously
achieved rapid user base growth (EEA, 2017), a detailed analysis
of the Kin ICO, initiated by the Canadian firm Kik Interactive,
can enable a more wholesome discussion on ICO regulation
by enabling the identification and interpretation of significant
regulatory gaps that currently exist in the ICO space (Darko,
2017). Devised as a cross-platform solution to connect different
mobile users, the Kik Messenger app from Kik Interactive was
released in 2010 (Esch, 2010) and quickly accumulated a user
base surpassing one million users (Perez, 2010). In September
2017, the company was able to successfully raise 168,732 ETH
from 10,000 investors as well as $50 million from a pre-sale to
institutional investors, in exchange for the newly created “Kin”
cryptocurrency (Russell, 2017b). This initiative was successful,
despite admissions from founder Ted Livingston himself that
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locked out of the crowdsale (Kim, 2017). Even though Kik
was a successful ICO, various detractors lamented that more
regulation should be in place to protect investors who would, in
essence, be involved in a highly speculative investment (Shubber,
2017), thereby validating the Canadian regulatory perspective to
some extent.

user growth of the Kik app, and in particular the number of active
users, had stagnated and perhaps even experienced a decline from
earlier peaks.
However, there are various factors which separate Kin from
most other ICOs and can thereby potentially assist in explaining
its comparative success. For example, as an established player
in the online messaging space, Kik had previously secured
funding from well-known firms such as Tencent. The company
was working to integrate revenue generation strategies into its
business model, by encouraging user interaction with brands
(Russell, 2017a), leading to its ability to hold a successful presale of Kin tokens to institutional investors such as BlockChain
Capital and PolyChain Capital, raising $50 million (Shubber,
2017). In addition, Kik had an existing user base with members
who had previously used a form of online value referred to
as Kin Points in a similar capacity, and therefore could be
expected to willingly and actively experiment with different uses
of Kin, enabling network effects through the proliferation of
the cryptocurrency. Furthermore, Kin outlined an interesting
plan in its white paper to create an “ecosystem of everyday
digital services” (Kik, 2017), suggesting planned longevity of the
cryptocurrency and the potential for varied use.
Kik made the choice to disallow Canadian investors from
participating in the ICO as the Ontario Securities Commission
(OSC) had not provided clear guidance with regards to the
applicable security laws that would need to be abided by to
ensure investor protection, with Livingston preferring to classify
the proposal as a “token distributions sale” as opposed to an
ICO (De Vynck, 2017). However, it can be noted that Montrealbased social impact fintech firm Impak Finance was recently
permitted to execute an ICO by the aforementioned OSC, raising
over $1M in financial capital in what was advertised as the
“America’s 1st legal cryptocurrency crowdsale” (Impak, 2017). In
this case, the key factor leading to this perceived policy divergence
was Impak Finance’s agreement to various conditions such as
ongoing information, delivery to investors, know-your-client
protections, anti-terrorism and anti-money laundering policies,
and a maximum independent investor limit. Most importantly,
Impak Finance agreed to regulator-imposed limits on secondary
trading of the cryptocurrency (Goodmans, 2017).
Another potential consideration could be that as Impak
Finance used the Waves platform, which was marketed as “fully
transparent” (Impak, 2017), it would potentially be easier to
audit and therefore earned favorable treatment from the OSC
(FCAC, 2018). It can also be noted that there may have been
justifiable concern about the possibility of scams associated with
Kin. In fact, a fake URL circulated prior to the actual Kik ICO
as a phishing scam resulted in 70.9 ETH being seized by a
malicious party. According to third party observer Goodmans
LLP, who analyzed the Canadian regulatory outcome, it appears
that Kik’s ICO was purposely structured to avoid compliance
with Canadian securities regulation, seeking classification as a
currency. Despite a failure to reach a satisfactory agreement
with Canadian regulators, Kik was able to execute its pre-sale
to American institutional investors by filing with the SEC and
selling SAFT securities, aligned with an agreed-upon framework
for investor protections, although retail investors were still
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Benefits From ICO Market
Returning to the underlying basis for regulatory intervention,
an interesting aspect of ICOs to consider is that this method of
funding allows companies to raise financial capital without the
actual dilution of equity for existing shareholders. In addition,
the crowdfunding nature of ICOs removes the involvement
of intermediaries such as investment banks who normally
underwrite security issuances, which thereby eliminates the hefty
commissions associated with this process; however, it leaves the
risk to be burdened by the cryptocurrency investors themselves.
In addition, avoiding traditional investment structures may
prevent ICO firms from having access to the same quality of
investors, at least until the regulatory environment is stable
enough to attract more institutional investors.
Currently, investors benefit from receiving new tokens from
an ICO because the value of the coin can exponentially increase if
the entity’s initiative is successful, and therefore the returns justify
the high risk. In addition, raising money without increasing
debt is favorable for entities, particularly start-ups, because if
the initiative fails, the entity will not be liable for outstanding
debt that they would not be able to repay. Many start-up firms
take a long time to become profitable because of the numerous
initial financing costs that are incurred when the company begins
operations. By issuing an ICO, firms can bypass third-party
institutions and directly connect savers with investments.

ICO: FAILURES AND SCAMS
While there are many companies that have experienced financial
success through crowdsales of altcoins, there are also people
who see such a new trend as an opportunity to profit
through fraudulent means. In fact, because ICO industry
is still quite unregulated in most countries today, altcoin
scams have become a commonly known phenomenon among
cryptocurrency investors. In this section of the paper, two ICO
businesses that have been identified by authorities as fraudulent
will be analyzed, in order to understand the challenges presented
to this emerging industry, as well as the possible regulatory means
for it.

REcoin
REcoin, initiated in August 2017 by Maksim Zaslavskiy, was
advertised as the “first ever cryptocurrency backed by real estate,”
as described by Zaslavskiy in a news release. It advertised
that based on blockchain technologies, REcoin would be used
as a means of payment replacing actual currencies in real
estate transactions, which included real estate rentals using
smart contracts at the time, and promised addition of sales
contracts later. It was also promoted that “an international team
of attorneys and programmers” was working on solutions for
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Due to the traits mentioned above, OneCoin has been widely
identified by authorities and experts around the world as a
Ponzi scheme, in which new members contribute their wealth
to old members as revenue, without any actual economic value
creation. In legitimate ICO projects, the increasing demand
for cryptocurrencies usually come from the value they carry
as a media for other applications on which entities make
sales, purchases or transfers of funds. In the case of OneCoin,
however, the supposedly increasing value of their tokens was
derived entirely from the demand of new miners signed up. As
such, while the detailed mechanics of Ponzi schemes are not
relevant to this discussion, it is worth noting how the concept
of cryptocurrencies can be used to cover such a scheme because
again, individual investors are put in a disadvantageous position
by their lack of sufficient knowledge, information, as well as a
lack of resources to conduct their own investigations against an
organized financial crime.
Meanwhile, within the discussion of ICO projects, what has
been regarded by many as questionable, is the existence of the
supposed “private” blockchain of OneCoin. The business claimed
that it has its own blockchain from which OneCoin tokens
could generate value. However, several traits of this “blockchain”
showed in their promotion materials, as mentioned in the
interview (Redman, 2016), counter what we would commonly
expect from a legitimate blockchain. First of all, the fundamental
ideology of blockchains is that they decentralize information,
which would provide anonymity and security. OneCoin claimed
to centralize transactions in their back office with a “private”
blockchain, which is, even if technically possible, completely
against incentives provided by the technology itself. Furthermore,
OneCoin claimed that their tokens would appreciate in value
with the increase in mining difficulties. It is common knowledge
that without monetary policy intervention, the most critical
factor that determines cryptocurrency value is its supply and
demand, while mining difficulty is determined by adjustments
based on block hashes. These logics indicate that, while OneCoin
promoted itself as a cryptocurrency company, the cryptocurrency
may only have been used as a smoke screen for the Ponzi scheme.

REcoin holders, as well as partnership with various “internet
platforms” (REcoin, 2017). However, merely a month after
the initial release of ICO, the SEC announced that it would
prosecute Zaslavskiy for selling stock-like cryptocurrencies based
on fraudulent claims. First of all, contradicting REcoin’s initial
announcement, it did not have any actual staff or operations
within the business. Second, the business never invested the
money gained from investors in crowdsales into the real estate
market, hence, the SEC regarded it as a false presentation of
investment value. Last and most importantly, REcoin did not
run any blockchain of its own, meaning that the REcoin tokens
practically did not exist (Morris, 2017).
In this case, the key takeaway for regulators and other
observers would be the way this scam has occurred. On one hand,
Zaslavskiy presented this fraudulent ICO project to investors
with essentially minimal effort, which included only a white paper
full of false claims and a social media marketing campaign. On
the other hand, it became costly for investors to evaluate the true
nature of this business as it required a certain level of expertise in
blockchain and cryptocurrency, in addition to having the time
to make investigations on the internet. Such a difference was
created by information asymmetry, meaning that the amount
of information provided in the white paper was not enough for
investors to make decisions without either bearing high risks or
incurring additional researching costs.
To investors, this specific case also raises questions about
cryptocurrencies themselves. Most legitimate cryptocurrencies
today are tied directly with certain cloud applications, in which
they are used primarily as transaction media. REcoin proposed its
tokens were backed by real estate, suggesting that if REcoin was
real, it would link an online token with a real world offline asset
using the blockchain technology. However, as commented by
Fortune, “at least right now, there are few legal or technological
means to link digital tokens to offline assets in the broader
marketplace” (Morris, 2017). Investors should note that what
could be processed over the internet using blockchain and smart
contracts is still very limited to digital information, and any
ICO projects claiming to be based on physical assets should be
evaluated carefully.

Flaws of ICO Market
OneCoin

After discussing the two companies that were both involved in
promoting fraudulent ICO projects, we can identify some of the
problems of the unregulated ICO industry. These problems are
primarily derived from information asymmetry between ICO
founders and investors, in terms of claims about the value of
investment and legitimacy of blockchain.
The value of investments, or the projects described in white
papers of ICOs, should be evaluated from two perspectives. First,
as suggested by the REcoin case, it should be determined if
documented business assets, either physical or intellectual, do
really exist and can be utilized by the ICO project to create
value. Such an evaluation would show that REcoin did not
have sufficient assets, staffs or business relations to support its
proposed operations. Second, as suggested by the OneCoin case,
provided that the aforementioned assets do exist, further analysis
should focus on whether or not the proposed business model
outlined in the ICO white paper can efficiently use these assets

Another fraudulent ICO is OneCoin, “a purported
cryptocurrency and trading venture based out of Bulgaria”
(Suberg, 2015). In comparison to REcoin, OneCoin is more
organized, complicated, and difficult to investigate for individual
investors. The business advertised itself as an educational
organization, selling different packages with plagiarized contents
to lure investors to mine OneCoin tokens that the business
promised would quickly appreciate and split in quantities.
However, while the supposed value of these tokens became
higher, they are not in fact used in any applications besides to
mine more tokens, and investors can hardly convert them to
other currencies without significant commissions and quotas.
Investors are only able to gain profit by assigning more new
members into the organization, whose invested capital is used to
pay the limited withdrawals of the old members on higher levels
of this organization (Redman, 2016).
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first nation to legalize on the issue of cryptocurrencies (Duhaime,
2014). As the senate ruled the regulation responsibilities to the
securities regulators and cryptocurrencies as “money service
businesses” (MSB), it could be speculated that by categorizing a
new market phenomenon as something familiar, the government
understandably made the issue easier to handle, but at the same
time risk the probability of handling a new distinctive entity
using inappropriate standards. As the market develops, many
new business models would also be created against conventional
beliefs, which has been proven many times in history, such as
businesses like Uber and Airbnb that have become an antithesis
to the traditional assumption about the correlation between
sustainability and ownership of core physical assets in their
respective industries. As new blockchain-based business models
are introduced, the regulatory agencies tuned in old practices
could be reluctant in granting approvals, and a system that’s
supposed to protect investors would become detrimental to
market innovations.
Another problem related to such regulatory structures, is
the differentiated goals, which we define as the fact that
world governments may not have the same objective when
setting up such regulations, and hence would create different
mandates for their regulatory bodies. For example, in many
countries capital outflows are severely controlled, such as
China, whether due to the economic theory of the “impossible
trinity,” which says a country cannot simultaneously have both
free capital flows, controlled exchange rate, and sovereign
monetary policy (Aizenman et al., 2013), or due to other
more political concerns. For these countries, cryptocurrencies
can be seen as a tool to anonymously and securely transfer
capital out of the economy outside the sights of the state.
Therefore, regulating cryptocurrencies through the requirement
of approval from the government, would likely force startups to cooperate with the states in regulating their users’
capital flows through restrictions and identifications, which
is in principle against the initial objectives of blockchain—
anonymity and decentralization (without the interference of a
centralized organization). Similarly, for different governments in
the world, other mandates differentiated from simply guarding
investors can all be enforced by the regulatory agencies, and
often in some way undermining the benefits received by investors
and businesses.
For other means of regulating ICOs, it is also possible to
list the negative effects they would bring to stakeholders, but
it is reasonable at this point to argue that such occurrences
are unavoidable whichever means are chosen. It is because
there exists the “regulation paradox,” which we define as the
fundamental conflict between regulation and the principle
of decentralization. Regulation requires the centralization of
information, asks that individuals (persons and business entities)
to be segmented under categories (such as money service
businesses a.k.a. “MSB”) and boundaries (such as states), while
decentralization in contrast, asks to replace the central structure
with a trusted algorithm, and to eliminate segmentations, as
individuals, rather than tagged groups, are represented by their
own traits. Regulation protects individuals by decreasing risks,
traded off with individuality, but decentralization enhances

to generate investment returns that are comparable with the
project’s claims. This analysis would logically discover that the
proposed business model of OneCoin was not probable.
The legitimacy of the blockchain, on the other hand, would
also be evaluated on two levels. First of all, a functional
blockchain that can withstand independent audits has to exist
for the ICO to be legitimate. In the case of OneCoin, if the
organization is required to prove the existence of their “private
blockchain” by either publishing at least part of their algorithm
in the white paper, or inviting third-party involvement to audit
their blockchain, it would have been much more difficult for
the scheme to succeed. Even if the blockchain does exist, it still
needs to be evaluated in terms of its functionality. For example,
if REcoin did have a blockchain, what should be questioned
is whether or not it can really integrate ownerships of offline
physical assets, and furthermore, even if it could, it should be
carefully analyzed whether or not such operations are within
the protection of the legal system, especially when high-value
properties like real estate are involved.
The evaluations mentioned above would theoretically benefit
investors, as enforcing them should eliminate or at least
diminish the information asymmetry within the industry. If
investors welcome regulations that can reduce their risks
in the cryptocurrency market (Ngo, 2017), an important
consideration is if the implementation of these factors is
truly probable, without undermining the fundamental values of
cryptocurrencies and ICOs.

THE REGULATION PARADOX
The Fundamental Conflict
As a summary of the previous sections, it is now clear that ICOs of
blockchain projects, that are similar to securities or not, if in fact
decent, are at large beneficial to many stakeholders in economies,
including investors, entrepreneurs, as well as users of services
and products related to these projects. On the other hand, it
is also revealed that if unchecked, fraudulent ICO projects that
usually appear as Ponzi Schemes can cause great losses for
investors, while requiring more than what common investors
are often equipped with to be identified. It would seem that
regulations should be imposed at least to a degree that eliminates
those who rely on falsified information and prey on those
who are disadvantageous in the created information asymmetry.
However, it could be argued that any level of regulations imposed
could in some degree constraint the benefits of ICOs.
One promising channel to regulate ICOs would be its
supply. By requiring that all upcoming ICOs to be approved by
the government first and centralizing the process of granting
permissions to some certain agency such as the Ontario Securities
Commission (OSC) in the Province of Ontario, Canada, the
government would be able to assess the integrity of a project
by evaluating the assets, talents as well as funds behind the
project before releasing it to the market. This general class
of methods could lead to a few problems. One is the bias in
assessment, which we define as the regulating agency’s subjective
bias in regarding certain business models as portraying less
decency than others. One example is in Canada, which is the
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into a smart-contract account to receive some quantity of stable
coins. However, due to the fact that cryptocurrencies are volatile,
this type of stablecoins is often “overcollateralized,” which means
the ratio between received stablecoin to the deposited cryptocollateral can be incredibly low. The third form of stablecoins,
is the non-collateralized stablecoins. These stablecoins would
remain in the long term a stable value as their algorithms are
designed to adjust the supply based on the price, according to
theories in monetary economics. However, it should be noted
that limits on how much adjustments on supply can affect the
token value exist, and the coin is not completely immune to
market conditions (Allen, 2018).
Apart from the fact that the market is still unsure if the latter
two forms of stablecoins would be functional and sustainable
in the long run, before they can actually help cryptocurrencies
to dominate the market (Orcutt, 2018), this case shows that
even when the market responses by seeking to decrease risks,
investors still have to make trade-offs between risks and, whether
the efficiency of capital, the safety brought by collaterals, or
the basic value of being decentralized. At the same time, the
trend of stablecoins also shows that even though a paradox does
exist in government regulation, conflicting with decentralization,
technological or methodological innovations could still occur
outside of governments to gradually transform the market.

individuals by transferring power to individuality, but also at the
cost of escalated risks. It is not in our context to compare these
two terms on merits, but more importantly to note that it is
very difficult, at least under the contemporary social structures,
to find a perfect balance between them—to attain the optimal
benefits of blockchain and cryptocurrencies while avoiding most
risks in the market. It is possible that, whichever way the
ICO market progresses in the future, regulators and market
participants would both have to make trade-offs between the
risks and benefits. However, it is possible to find means outside
governments to reduce the risks of this market, as proposed
by many ideologists, such as transforming the economy to a
decentralized state, but this is not be a part of the discussion in
this paper.

Market Responses
The market has responded to the fundamental conflicts discussed
previously in many ways since the early stages of ICO. One
significant trend is the separation between projects of pure
blockchain application and those involving tokens. While the
regulation paradox has caused much uncertainty in approaches
different governments around the world take, countries have
been quite in synchronization on their enthusiasm about the
technological application. For instance, the financial technology
(Fintech) sector has been eager to explore how blockchain
could transform the financial infrastructures, improve their
efficiencies and lower the costs. In fact, while still feeling
constrained by regulatory uncertainties, Canadian banks have
been experimenting with blockchain technology for some period
(Willms, 2016).
More recently in 2018, as the market has witnessed the large
fluctuations in cryptocurrency prices, resulted from the high risks
of smaller-scale tokens that had been flushing into the market, a
new trend of stable cryptocurrency, or in short “stablecoin,” has
started to take over. As the name suggests, stablecoin is essentially
cryptocurrencies without the price volatility, as stablecoins are
often portrayed as being pegged to some certain legal currencies,
such as the US dollar. While some are optimistic that this new
type of cryptocurrency would be the savior of this seeming
trembling sector, others have been critical about this product. The
reason behind such critical views reside in how stablecoins are
created, and there are three primary forms.
First, stablecoins can use fiat money as a collateral, which
means investors could deposit some amount of US dollar
into the account of a central organization, often a third-party
bank, and then receive a quantity of stablecoins equivalent to
the deposit. The value of the stablecoins would not fluctuate
according to market conditions but are firmly pegged to the
fiat currency, and hence guarantees that investors can hedge
against risks in the cryptocurrency market. The major problem
with this form of stablecoins is that it requires some central
organization to process all transactions, which is against the
principle of decentralization. Meanwhile, since the first money
used as collaterals cannot be reinvested by the collateral holders,
it would cause significant wastes of capital. The second form of
stable coin uses cryptocurrency as the collateral, meaning that
investors would deposit some amount of cryptocurrency assets
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Policy Responses
Governments around the world have also responded to the
expanding cryptocurrency market in different ways, each
attempting to avoid the regulation paradox with approaches
two different ends of the political spectrum. On the one end
locates Canada, which as discussed in earlier sections, regulates
by assessing ICOs case by case and grant approvals to them. The
Canadian Senate in fact proposed that “... blockchain technology
is at a delicate stage in its development and use... This is
why we urge the Government to explore the vast potential of
this technology, while treading carefully when contemplating
regulations that may restrict and stifle its use and development.”
(Willms, 2015) The statement well summarizes the attitude of
Canadian government on cryptocurrencies, as they later granted
regulatory exemptions to blockchain businesses in order to
incentivize entrepreneurs to invest into innovations in the field
of blockchain technology (Jackson, 2018). While the regulation
paradox still holds, the Canadian government is willing to open
the market and watch closely to frequently adjust regulations in
a very flexible and dynamic approach, which could be beneficial
for start-up companies that are willing to experiment with the
Canadian government.
Another country, in contrast, is China, which has famously
or infamously banned ICOs since it realized the threats of
inflating tokens, fraudulent funding schemes and possible market
bubbles, while without the appropriate regulatory tools to
solve the problem (Li, 2017). However, China has not given
up on blockchain research. Since the restrictive regulations
on cryptocurrencies are issued, provincial and municipal
governments in China have been setting up their own research
facilities such as the Hangzhou Blockchain Industrial Park,
in the City of Hangzhou, Province of Zhejiang, China, with
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Maksim Zaslavskiy blatantly lied about the nature of his
business’ existence, but many investors did not have enough
knowledge about cryptocurrencies or resources to investigate
if the information being presented was accurate. Due to this
lack of regulatory oversight, all it took was a simple marketing
campaign and false white paper claims to engineer a scam which
essentially robbed investors of their money. Organizations like
OneCoin, on the other hand, prove that traditional financial
crime models such as Ponzi schemes could be reintroduced
under the guise of ICOs, and it would be even more difficult for
investors to discover the true nature of such entities individually.
In summary, information asymmetry is a key disadvantage to
investors hoping to invest in ICOs. Therefore, evaluations of ICO
projects should be carried out to minimize the risks of investors
through elimination of such asymmetry, and synchronized
regulatory oversight appears to be the ideal outcome to facilitate
a fairer transaction process.
In short, this paper aimed to examine certain cases in
this industry to show that ICOs have revolutionized the way
businesses and consumers think, while also facing controversy
due to a lack of efficient regulatory structures. However, it
has been pointed out that implementing some regulations may
defeat the original purpose of ICOs, and as this industry
expands, key players from both sides of the debate will have to
compromise to choose the appropriate balance between the risks
and benefits brought by it. The fundamental conflict between
regulation and decentralization seems to be unavoidable, and
the regulation paradox will continue to exist in the industry
without technological and social breakthroughs. Clearly, every
proposed initiative to strengthen investor relations seems to have
a possible step forward as well as a step backward for both
parties. Overall, the potential for ICOs to become a prominent
part of the economy does exist, but only time will tell just
how successfully this form of financing will be adopted on a
global scale, and whether or not it will ultimately emerge as
a dominant financing mechanism, surpassing both equity and
debt financing.

capitals from both governments and capitalists. This approach
chosen by the Chinese government is to solely focus on pure
blockchain applications, while waiting for other governments to
experiment with the token regulations first (Makadiya, 2018).
It’s an understandable choice following China’s demographics
in comparison to Canada, as its huge population and averagely
undereducated investors could escalate the consequences of
fraudulent ICO projects or market fluctuations much faster and
much more uncontrollably.
From these two examples, we can tell that major blockchaininvolved nations around the globe are still in the period of
exploring how this newly emerged technology, as well as all
the products derived from it could be properly handled by
individuals, the market, and the states. As the market matures
in an indefinite time, the regulation paradox could become
more severe in an expanded global cryptocurrency economy,
therefore forcing countries to make an ultimate choice between
embracement or rejection. Or, as we would hope to see, new
developments in both technologies and social structures would
allow the paradox to diminish in a new age.

CONCLUSION
As an increasingly popular, yet sub-optimally regulated and
controversial form of capital generation and value exchange, the
use of cryptocurrencies and ICOs has brought society significant
advantages including anonymity, security, and capitalization
convenience. Taking a retrospective perspective with regards to
the earlier discussion, two companies were analyzed in terms
of how the ICOs market has impacted both businesses and
investors, with a generally more favorable outcome for issuing
firms. Mastercoin was the first ICO, creating the concept of digital
token crowdsales with the expectation of value appreciation. Its
existence unveiled the massive investment demand for different
cryptocurrencies. Kik was able to execute a somewhat successful
Kin ICO, relying heavily on its existing reputation as a successful
online messaging provider when it launched its ICO, which
greatly improved its performance in the investment market.
From these cases, it can be argued that ICOs provide start-ups
with an opportunity to raise money without increasing either
debt or equity, and bypassing third-party institutions.
However, fraudulent companies such as REcoin and OneCoin
have also come to prey on investors in this market. REcoin’s
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